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Celsia’s new web-enabled multizone system delivers
total temperature control – wherever you are
At Celsia we’re always looking for better ways
to control energy consumption and keep our
customers ahead of the competition, so our
market-leading wireless zone control system
is now multizone and web-enabled too!



Signals between the
gateway, thermostats and
heaters are all wireless.

Up to room 10

Gateway

Room 2

Plug-in power supply

We’ve developed our market-leading wireless zone
control system to include remote communication using a gateway that simply plugs into your router. Your
electric heating can now be zoned, programmed and
operated from one central point - via the internet *.
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Thermostat

Your router

One or more heaters
in each room

Programming and control
using PC, tablet or mobile
device with PC app,
browser or mobile app via
the internet

Network cable

Convenient web-enabled temperature control
Our battery powered wireless thermostats simply connect
wirelessly to the heating appliance(s) and the gateway that is
controlled and programmed using the Celsia Multizone web app.

The Benefits:
For You

For End Users

Value added product for customers
– saving money and energy

Save money

Easy to install

Reduce energy consumption
Easy to use

Demonstrates you’re ahead
of the competition

7 day programme to meet lifestyle needs

Tried and tested technology

Can be used in up to 10 zones

Easy to upgrade existing products

Can be operated from a computer, laptop,
tablet or smart phone

Product can be white labelled

* Optionally the gateway can be connected directly to a PC using the USB cable
provided and controlled using our Celsia Multizone User Interface PC program.
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Features
1.

System can be easily extended to control up to 10 zones

2.

Celsia Multizone Web app can be operated from any
mobile device such as phone, tablet or PC connected to
the internet *. See at a glance what the temperature is
in each zone

3.

Access the system anywhere, anytime remotely. Change
the program, advance or boost the heating

4.

Wireless connection between the zone thermostats,
the heating appliance and the Gateway means that
installation is simple

5.

Multiple heating appliances can be connected to a zone
thermostat, making the system expandable and flexible

6.

Zone thermostats have a 2 year battery life

7.

Accurate temperature control, saving energy and money

Ideal for property
owners & managers
It’s a fantastic product for commercial and private
landlords, in particular for properties which
are empty for extended periods of time. What’s
more, a Celsia multizone thermostat with no user
adjustments can be used in zones where on-site
control is not required.
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